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Stimulus diffusion example ap human geography



The definition of cultural spread (noun) is a geographical and social spread from different aspects of another culture to ethnicity, religion, nationality, territory, etc. The spread of culture is about cultural spread over time. There are many different types of cultural dispersal, and in this guide we will go over
the type and provide examples. The following study guides in this series of units go into additional examples of cultural dispersal in certain historical and modern contexts. The RelocationRelocation disparity occurs when people move from their original location to another location and bring their innovation
with them. Immigration from country to country, city to city, etc. When they move to a new location, they bring their ideas, cultural traditions such as food, music, and more. As people migrate to new environments, they bring together their cultural relationships, affecting others in new environments.
Relocation dispersals can also be forced instead of being selected. ExampleMany components of architectural culture, cuisine, and South American music have African and Caribbean origins because of the relocation and forced slavery of the African people during the trans-atlantic slave trade. Another
example is the cultural spread from when over two million Persecuted Jews fled Eastern Europe between 1881 and 1914 to live in Britain or the United States.The expansion of DiffusionExpansion Diffusion was the spread of ideas through populations where their influenced volumes grew continuously
larger. There are three sub-types of Expansion spread: Stimulation, Hierarchy, and Infectious.DiffusiousContagious Spread is defined as the spread of controlled distance ideas through locals through contact from person to person. Likewise with the disease, it spreads rapidly from one source to others
from person to person. Another way to figure it out is like the spread of forest fires. Examples of contagious diffusers when people are in contact with a belief system especially religious universalization such as Christianity, Buddhist religion, and Islam. Mubalikah disseminates Christianity. globalization of
social networks, media platforms. when videos or songs become viral, they infectiously diffuse like wildfires through the help of modern technological innovation. All memes showcase infectious dispersals! The DiffusionHierarchical Diffusion hierarchy is when an idea spread by passing first among the
most relevant individuals, then spreading to other individuals. Think of the chain of orders in business, and government. There is quite a hierarchy in terms of the position of the authorities. Examples of Federal Government hierarchy diffusers such as presidents, vice presidents, cabinet members first
informed of government matters in front of the general and state communities Employee. A business CEO is more informed of matters within their company before the dissemination of such information to employees and the public. You can also think about popular music first reaching the city centre, the
city community in New York, LA, Chicago before gaining popularity among the wider public.  DiffusionStimulus Diffusion's stimulus is when the idea of diffusing from the heart of the culture comes out, but the original idea is altered by a new practitioner. Almost all cultural dispersalists will have some
aspect of the stimulus disapage because of the cultural way of adapting to new environmental, social, and political conditions. Examples of stimulating diffusersThe McDonalds fast food chain originating in the U.S. midwest have developed different menu items in different areas of the world. Changes in
interpretation of religious text because they are translated into other languages. Maladaptive DiffusionMaladaptive diffusion diffuser is the use of impractical diffuse features or reflects the region's environment or culture. Examples of maladaptive spread: the spread of grass and monoculture crops that are
both actively very dangerous to the popularity of the environment wearing blue jeans in any weather despite impractical wearing it in winter ImageThis depicts a Curve S Dispersal by Hagerstrand specifically in models of WinterThis Stage image use including innovators, Early adopters (small groups of
those who can afford it), followed by majority practitioners (faster consumption rates when prices decrease) and ultimately lag behind/late lift (slow receipt rate). Trends resemble letter S therefore called curve S. Observation List: Five Times review of the meaning of cultural differences and cultural
definitions Watch: What is CulturalWhen Cultural Key Question:What is the difference between folk culture (local) and popular culture? What is the difference between thnocentrism and cultural relativism? What is so complicated about the topic of cultural assimilation, abuse, and commodities? Watch:
Cultural Dispersal Dispersal Main Question: What is the culture? Which types of regions are best used to help us understand the culture? Can you describe the cultural landscape? What is cultural examination and how is it harmful? What is the difference between people and popular culture? What are the
different types of cultural diffusers?  Watch: AP HUG - All About DiffusionAll About Diffusion Key Questions:What kind of confrontation? What is the difference between relocation dispersal and expansion dispersal? What kind of expansion diver?what are the causes of historical permeability? How is
cultural change caused by disapestation? What are the different cultural reactions resulting from the cultural interrogation?  Watch: Cultural, Language, and Religious Diffusers are differences between people and popular culture? How does the language change from time to time? How does religion
affect the cultural landscape? In geography, the term dissemination refers to the spread of people, things, ideas, cultural practices, diseases, technology, weather, and other factors from place to place. Such proliferates are known as space dispersers. The three main types of this phenomenon are the
differences in expansion, stimulation dispersors, and resettlement disposal. Globalization is a form of space dispersal. Inside the average American couple's house, you'll find a good example of globalization. For example, a woman's handbag may have been made in France, her computer in China, while
her partner's shoes may have originated in Italy, her car from Germany, hers from Japan, and their furniture from Denmark. The spread of space starts at the obvious original point and spreads from there. How quickly and through what channels the spread of the dissemination defines its class or
category. Dispersal expansion comes in two types: infectious and hierarchy. Infectious diseases are a prime example of infectious expansion. The disease does not follow the rules, and does not recognize boundaries because it spreads. Forest fires are another example that suits this category. In the case
of social media, memes and viral videos spread from person to person in the spread of infectious expansion as shared. It's no coincidence that something that spreads quickly and extensively on social media is deemed to be viral. Religion is spread through infectious spread as well, since people must be
in contact with the belief system to somehow learn about and practice it. The hierarchy dispersal follows the chain of command, something you see in business, government, and military. The CEO of a company or leader of a government body generally knows the information before it is disseminated
among a wider base of employees or the general public. Fading and trending that start with one community before spreading to the wider public can also be a hierarchy. Hip-hop music that appears in the city centre is one example. Slang's expression owing their incident to a particular age group before
being widely adopted—and may eventually turn it into a dictionary—would be another. In the diffuse of stimulation, the trend of capture but changed because it is adopted by different groups, such as when a particular religion is adopted by the population but the practice is bleeded with existing cultural
customs. When the enslaved people brought Voodoo, who had its origins in African tradition, to America, it was blended with Christianity, combining many of those important people of that religion. Stimulation dispersal can also be used for a lot of fine too. Cat yoga, a faded exercise in the United States,
is much different from traditional meditation practices. Another example is McDonald's McDonald's restaurant menu worldwide. Although they resemble the original, many have been adapted to suit local tastes and doctrine of regional religious food. In the disposal of relocation, the moving left behind the
original point but rather than just being changed along the way or changing when it arrives at a new destination, it can also change points along the way as well as its final destination, only by being introduced there. Naturally, the spread of relocation can be described by the movement of air mass that
leases storms as they spread across the landscape. When people migrate from country to country—or just move from country to city—they often share cultural traditions and practices with their new communities when they arrive. This tradition can even be adopted by their new neighbours. (This is
especially true of the tradition of food.) Redevelopment dispersal can occur in the business community as well. When new employees come to companies with good ideas from their previous workplaces, smart employers will recognize the knowledge found as opportunities and take advantage of them
improving their own company. Contact Now to Establish Tutoring: (888) 888-0446 888-0446
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